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Omoro studies: ProfetssorSakihara and Professor Drake
Professor Mitsugu Sakihara's A Brief History of Earty Okirutwa Based on the Omoro Slshi
(Tokyo: Honpo ShoselkiPress, 1987) is a major
landmark in the study of Ryukyuan history.
Sakihara actively mines the OmoToSoshi for
insights into Ryukyu's antiquity. The historical interpretation that results from his use
of Omoro is refreshing.
The work is also an important contribution
to the theory of state formation, Sakihara
uses "nation" in place of "state,l' however.
The very first sentence of Chapter 1 clearly
suggestswhat the book is all about. "For a
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nation to be formed out of primitive simplicity and ignorance, and for a race to be born
lrom the cohesion and unification of isolated
individuais and scattered viliages takes a
Jong tinre i the course of a nation' s growth is
never sirnple and direct, but complex and labyr i n t h i n e . " ( I n d e e d , S a k i h a r a 's h i s t o r y o f
irncient Ryukyu perfectly fits the evolutionary
model of the state as may be found in The
tluolut[orcof Human Societies: From Foraging
Group to Agrarion State, by Allen W. Johnson &
lfimothy Earle lstanford University Press,
1 e 8 7 l. )
Sakihara's style is as poetic as the Omoro
siongs he quotes and translates. The tone is
hiehly personal; parts of the book resemble a
memoir. Not only is sakihara a lifelong U.S.
academic of Okinawan origin, but he teaches
the only duly accredited course on Okinawan
history availabie in the U.S. His identification with Okinawa is intense.
The ()moro Soshi is a collection of more
than 1,000 ancient songs. The oldest ones
clatefrom about the 12th century. The latest
were cornposed by the Queen of King Sho Nei
in 1610, when the king was in Japan as a
prisoner of war. Most of the songs apparently
belong to the earlier centuries of this period for
which historical data are scarce.
Life and languages in the Ryukyu Isiands
have changed greatly since the Omoro times.
lyluch oJ:the Omoro language is unintelligible
to ordinary people today. Understanding of

Omoro requires specialized research.

Adding
his own to the already considerable accomplishments of other Omoro scholars, Sakihara
deciphers the Ornoro l)oshi and imputes histori_
cal and geographical specificities to the
events, persons and scenes mentioned in the
originally undated ancl generally opaque Omoro
songs.

In addition to the use of the Omoro
songs as sources of historical information,
Sakihara presents English versions of these

songs, organized acci:rding to stages of Ryukyuan history.
The historical use of the Omoro songs is
fu11 of methodologica.l problems, however.
if
Sakihara had agonized over them, this eminently readable book dot;s not show it.
Flere we need Omor:o specialists' help. One
of the most significant developments following
the publication of the Sakihara book is Professor Christopher Drilke' s monumental review
article of 30,000 words (a rough estimate) i
"A Separate Perspectir,e: Shamanic Songs of the
Ryukyu

Kingdom ," Haruard Journal of Asiatic
S t u d i e s , v o l . 5 0 , n u r n b e r 1 ( J r - r n e1 9 9 0 ) . B y

way of evaluating the Sakihara book by various
criteria, Drake gives the most comprehensive
survey of the state oi Omoro studies that one
has ever seen in the history of research in
this specialized arezL. One would

simply

Further,

the original compilations did not
survive the hazards of time. Today there are
several incomplete copies of the originai
Omnro Siis/zi, with some important discrepancies
among t.hem. Unless these and other issues are
settled, the Omoro songs simply cannot be put
to practical use for other purposes.
It appears that collective Omoro scholarsirip has now produced a rather clear consensus
on how elach of the more than 1,000 Omoro songs
should t,e read and interpreted as well as how
much rernains to be known about it. A new full
survey cf the state of the field to evaluate
the extent of knowledge and ignorance about
each Omoro song is desirable. Drake points out
that the classic work of this kind by Nakahara
-lnnchu,
upon which Sakihara draws most heaviIy, had been superceded in many respects by
the morer recent work of younger Omoro scholars. Drzlke offers alternative interpretations
and transiations of some of the Omoro songs.
Thus we face an exciting question, or an
exasperating one, depending on how one faces a
challeng,a. Suppose one had at one's disposal
the latest state of the art for a proper
understanding of the Omoro Soshi. Would an
,early Rtrukyuan history based on it be any
different from what Professor Sakihara has

marvel at the breadth and depth of Cmoro

offered based on the state of the art available to, and improved by, him? Some time in

studies.

the future,

Drake emphasizes that numerous

questions

must be asked and arLswered about the Omoro
songs before these can be used for other
purposes. For example, who sang them, where,
w h e n , a b o u t a n d f o r w h a t . . .? W e r e t h e y r e peated over the years, transmitted from generation to generation, by whom, why...?
they have specific origins? They
ceased to be sungi

Did

the Omoro studies will eventually
approximate an ultimate degree of perfection,
given the finiteness of the Omoro Soshi. How
Ryukr.'uan history would then look is a delightful prospect to look forward to. Many thanks
to both ,Professor Sakihara and Professor Drake
for lifting Ryukyuan studies to a new 1eve1of
sophistication and scholarship.

eventually

r,r'hy? Did the Omoro Sdshi

capture all , or most or only some, of the
extant Omoro songs? What is the significance
of the enterprise to record oral traditions

of

Omoro songs?
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Professor Sakihara's statement at the Honolulu

forum
The IrLternational Scholars' Forum on Okinawan History and Culture was held in Honolulu,
.June 22-23, 1990, as previously announced.

Professor Mitsugu ljakihara was the motive
power behind this irnportant event. With his
permission, his stal.ement of purpose is reprinted below:
"In the pre-1945 Japan, of which Okinawa
was
a parl, in the name of Japanization movement,
study of Okinawan history, culture, and language was suppressed by the powerful national

studies have been
banished, and remarkable progress has been
made in Okinawan studies in a1l areas. It
is pitiabie , however, that being largely
isolated from Japan, and unable to read Japa_
nese, the Okinawan community in Flawaii has not
been atrle to avail themselves of the progress

The national government forcibly
attempted to stamp out anything peculiariy
Okinawan as "local", "barbaric", and "back-

made in Okinawan studies after 1945.
"Therefore, my major purpose in bringing
these scholars to Hawaii is to make available
for the Okinawan community the fruits of the

ward", and substituted in their place alleged1y "superior" and "standard" culture of the

latest scholarship on Okinawan studies in Japan,
Canada, and the United States. It would not

metropolitan Japan.
"This policy by the national government
implanted in the minrls of the Okinawan people
a deep "inferiority complex" about themselves

necessarily be to glorify the past, but at the
90th an.niversary of Okinawan immigration

and resentment toward the Japanese people.
Most of the original Okinawan
immigrants

history iand culture,

government.

\"

restraints on Okinawan

who arrived in Hawaii before 1924 broueht with
them this iow percerption of themselves and
resentment toward the metropolitan Japanese.
This attitude may ber related to two problems
in the local Okinawan community.
Kiyoshi
Ikeda et al . , "Ethnocultural
Factors in
Schizophrenia: The Ja.panesein Hawaii" (ems/l*
can Journal of Sociollgj 68, ITGZ, pp. 242248) reveals the unrLsually high rate of schizophrenia among Okinawans in Hawaii,
and

to Hawaii, the public at least ought to be
given the opportunity to know their own true
which are not debased and
demeaned by the nationalistic policy of the
Japanes,: empire in the past. "
The first plenary session (morning,

June
Albert H. Miyasato,
pearson,
featurecl three speakers (Richard
2 2 ) , m < > d e r a t e db y D r .

Minoru J.Iiga, and Amanda Stinchecum) and three
discussants (Koji Taira, Yoshihiko Teruya, and.
Leon Serafim) . Then the participants, in
groups, traveled to other
three
islands
(Hawaii, Kauai, and Maui) and spoke before the
local Oliinawan-American audiences. On the

Alfred M. Tozzer, Tha Okinnrlans of thn Loo Chao
Islands; a Japanese Minority Group, 1944,

followirLg day, they reconvened at another
plenary session in Honolulu, which was mod-

vividly

erated by Mitsugu

describes the social and psychological
cleavage between the two groups, Naichi Japanese (metropolitan Japanese) and Okinawans in
Hawaii,

namely, the nnichi contempt and disagainst Okinawans and the deep

crimination

hatred and resentment Okinawans felt towards
the naichi Japanese,
"It is my opinion that problems are related
to the policy of the pre-war national government of Japan which crueliy demeaned the
history and culture of Okinawa and forcibly
robbed the Okinawans of their seif-esteem.
Since 1945, howeve;r, all political and social
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Sakihara. The previous

day' s dliscussants were the speakers. The
previous day's speakers played the role of
d i s c u s s z L n t s .C o n t r o v e r s i a l p o i n t s a r o s e . B u t
time did not permit the panelists to probe
them fully.
The Forum was a part of the "1990 Okinawan
Celebration" to commemorate the 90th anniversary of (Jkinawan immigration to Hawaii. Other
forums had already been presented before this
llhe principal sponsor for the entire
activities was the United Okinawan Associa-

one.
tion,

with support from the Hawaii Committee

for the Flumanities.
A c o l l e c t i o n o f s e l e c t e dp a p e r s w a s d i s tributed at the fonrms, entitled [Jchinaa:
Okinawan History and Culture, edited by Joyce
N. Chinen and Ruth Adaniva.
Professor Higa and Ry'tukyuanmusical scales
At the Honolulu Fr:rum, Professor Minoru
Higa of Hosei University made illuminating
comments on Ryukyura.nmusical scales, which
edited in part, read as f ollows:
" I remember the comments made about R1'ukyuan music by Koizumi Fumio, a professor of
ethnomusicology at T'okyo Geijutsu Daigaku
[Tokyo University of Arts], who died seven
years ago.
"He points out that there are two types of
musical scalesin Rl'ukyuan music --- the
"Ritsu" scale and the "Ryukyuan" scale. The
Ritsu scale can be st:en in the ancient leligious songs of Miyako and Yaeyama. The Rlrrkyuan scale can be seen in Okinawa classical
music and Okinawan frrlk songs. In Miyako and
Yaeyama, an ancient cultural substratum
remains. In Okinawa, centered around Shuri,
new cultural influencos are extensive. Thus,
it is generaily believed that the Ritsu scale
is older and that the Ryukyuan scale is more
recent. Professor X.oizumi disagrees. His
interpretation is the other way around.
"Koizumi's interpretation may not sound
piausibie if one looks only at the geographicaI distribution of rnusical scales in relation to the geographical-linguistic distribu*
tion within the Ryul<yus. If one looks at it
from a broader perspeiltive including Southeast
Asia, East Asia, and the Eskimo territories,
different correlations emerge. The areas with
musical scales similar to the Ryukyuan scale
include Indonesia, Thrailand, Vietnam, Cambo*
dia, Tibet, Burma, arLdthe Eskimo territories.
However, in the cultural centers of these
areas, the Ritsu scale is in use. Thus it
seems that the Ryukyuan scale has been over-
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whelmed by the [newer] Ritsu scale and remains
only in a few isolated areas.
"In a broader perspective of cultural
sphere
theory,

theory and geographical-linguistic
the Rl-ukl-uan scale can be considered a

very old musical scale. From this, Koizumi
suggests that in studying the migration of
people to the Ryukl.u archipelago, it is important to look at things from perspectives that
extend to very ancient times.
"Koizumi was probably thinkins in the same
terms as Professor Taira spoke today about the
Sundadonts who migrated to the Ryulq'us in very
ancient times. "
[The paper by Koji Taira on migration to
presented at the Honolulu

and from Ryukyu

Forum summarizes findings on the origins of
Ryukyua.ns and pays special attention to the
northward migrations of people from the Sunda
Shelf area during the last Ice Age. The major
source Taira relies on is dental anthropology,
especiall.y Christie Turner II, "Teeth and
Prehistc,ry
in Asia ," Scientifi,c American
(February 19Bg). These findings are strensthened by l(azuro Hanihara's theory of "microevolution"

and Geoffrey Pope's theory of Southeast Asia as a major center of population
growth and evolution presented in his "Bamboo
and HumLan Evolution ," Natural History, Octo *
b e r , 1 9 8 9 .l

lwr. Molasky joins the ISRS
[Mr.

tttichael S. Molaskv, Ph.D.

student in

of
Japanese literature at the University
Chicago, attended the ISRS meeting in conjunction with the Chicago AAS iast Aprii and
joined t.he ISRS.
He has volunteered the
following

essay to introduce

himself to the

membership. l
My initial interest in Okinawa was personal: my lvife was born in Iriomote

Island and

her relatives now live in Ishieaki Island and
Naha. I have therefore had the opportunity

to

visit Okinawa Prefecture {our times, although

I have never lived there. In terms of academic interest, my first r;cholarly contact concerning Okinawa was with Professor Leon Serafim, who helped direct rny M.A. studies at Ohio
State University durinsl 1987-BB.More recently, I have been able to discuss Okinawa with
Professor Teruo Hiyane of the University of
the Ryukyus, who for the past academic year
has been a visiting scholar at the Universitv
of Chicago.
In the most general sense, I find Okinawa
interesting because of the problems it poses
for the ever burgeoning industry of Nihonjinron. At least in its most simplistic form,
Nihonjin-roz precludes recognition of true
diversity within the Japanesepopulace: the
i n d i v i d u a l J a p a n e s ei s a b s t r a c t e d i n t o a
monolithic entityi in the question "Who are we
Japanese?"the subject is invariably singular.
Yet Okinawans, like th,e Ainu, pose a problem
for any theory based on racial or cuitural
purity.
F o r i f t h e J a p a n e s ea r e a s i n g l e
entity (tanitsu minzoku), how is one to deal
with the question of cultural and "racial"
diversity represented by these marginalized
groups? One can contirrue to marginalize them
by treating them as some type of "ethnic
minority," but this only exacerbates the
p r o b l e m , s i n c e m i n o r : i t i e si m p l y d i v e r s i i y .
One can exclude them from the definition of
"true Japanese"much as Jews and Muslims are
excluded from Soviet society, or, and this has
been the more profitable solution, one can
appropriate them in a never-ending quest for
the roots of Japaneseculture, thereby displacing modern .diverr;ity with an imagined
ancient homogeneity. To say this is by no
means to criticize those scholars whose re*
search examines the historical origins of
various aspects of Japaneseculture i but of
course most scholars ar:e comfortable with the
possibility of " origins" rather than the
singular " origin."
In the most abstract sense, then, my intel-
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Iectual irLterest in Okinawa focuses on the
political problems its very existence poses
for those Japanesewhose conception of their
culture precludes any admission of pluraiity.
At the concrete level , I am primarily interested in postwar Japaneseliterature, and more
specifically, in 1) Okinawan representations
of the U.S. military Occupation and 2) the
rhetoric us;edby both Okinawan and "metropolit a n " i n t r e l l e c t u a l st o d i s c u s s O k i n a w a ' s
"reversion" to Japan.
For my dissertation research, after several
changes of direction, I have decided to examine representationsof the Occupation in
post-war .Iapaneseliterature, and for me this
issue naturally implies consideration of works
by both Okinawan and "mainstream" writers (r,vho
can almost invariably be identified by their
choice to live in the Tokyo area). One goal
of this res;earchis to consider how the relationship of Japanesesubordination to the U.S.
in the post-war era is conceived and represented after the heady days of pre-war Japanese imperialism. This subject suggests
important theoreticai questions concerning the
relationship between power and representation, racial and sexual stereotype, language
as an arena of political contestation.
Because of Okinawa's distinct historical
role in relationship to Japan and because of
the lengthiy Occupation it experienced (some
consider it ongoing) , it seems to me that
Okinawa'si representations of the Occupation
require a particularly sensitive reading.
Viewed in historical context, the two questions of "Occupation" and "reversion" are
closely related. Should the discontinuation of
one naturally lead to the commencement of the
other? Is .Okinawa simply shuttled from one
relationship of subordination to another? In
other words, what is implied by the various
terms used to refer to Okinawa's "reversion"
to Japan? These ate a few of the questions
which await me in my dissertation research as

it relates to Okinavra.
If my research is to eventually make any
contribution to Ryukyuan Studies, I hope it
will be through situating contemporary Okinawan writers within the history of post_war
J a p a n e s ef i c t i o n , b y ' f o c u s i n g o n t h e U . S .
Occupation as a concern of Okinawan as well as
"mainstream" writerr; and critics in
Japan.
Professor Serafim on Professor Simonds
I first read Prof. Rumiko Shinzato Simonds'
piece on the contribution of Rl"ukyuan language
studies to Japanesel.inguistics while I was ar
this year's AAS conft;rencein Chicago, and it
spurred me to think about the usefulness (btrt
perhaps in the other direction) of some of the
things that I myself have been interested in.
It was also stimularing to talk to Rumiko
several times during the conference, and we
have continued to staLyin touch about mutual
academic interests. llerewith I have included
a couple of short pir3ces("squibs") that are
somewhat speculative in nature, and which l
originaliy wrote aborrt to her after the conference. I hope that readers might respond to
them in some way that might help me to shape
them into more full-fledged academic contributions in the future.
I wonder what I v/ould do if I focused on
somethingmore "old." I've for some time been
interested in the questi.on of how much effect
Japanesehas had on earlier stages of (postspiit) Ryukyuan.
For exalnple, one of my concerns has been
whether the keigo fonns were developed out of
borrowings from the mainland, probably no
earlier than the 1100's. This specifically
has to do with the question of whether *ounru
L.b= L+6
could have developedindependently
within the R1'ukyus themselves. I believe that
indeedthis is a borrowing.
Another question is whether the perfective
-ta*/-da- (sorry about the way I split that
up) was borrowed, or: more likely, affected by
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the forms of mainland Japanese in the way it
developed. It seems to me that it has to have
been more than accident that the auxiliaries
9, lf D, f), -), etc., should have vanished
so completely from both languages. Why should
it have been the same auxiliary that won out
in both, and why should formal developments in
the morphology of both languages have gone so
much in para11el? This point bears much
closer investigation, though I doubt that I
would be able to do it justice in a short
paper at the AAS. (l|tre micro-developments in
both languages, are, in any case, not
clean as I present them here, since I
for exanrple, that some traces of r)
fact survived in jL E, at 1east, if

quite as
believe,
have in

not, in
fact, in Amami, too. Of course, the fact that
the survival is in the outer areas, both north
and sotith Iif indeed it is a fact] simply
strengthens the suspicion that Yamato has a
lot to do with the developments, since such
things

typically

start out from

cultural
centers that borrow such stuff from outside. )
As for influence in the other direction,
there's
investigating the possibility
of
'pig'
whether the modern word for
, ,$i:, came
from Okinawan. My strong impression is that
it did.

But I'11 bet that this already has
been written about. I'm referring to Okinawan

words with buta*/butee-/mutez- having to do
with fatness. Japanese doesn' t have a good
candidate, since huto- is different both in
its initial consonant voicing, and in its
final vowel co1or. Pig husbandry is not
indigenous to the Japanese mainiand, but it is
indigenous to the Okinawan archipelago (as far
as I know) . The older words in Japanese
proper are k, A0) LL, and LL.
Apparently
these referred to hunted boar, not domesticat*
ed pig. Naturally all this would have to be
investigated in detail . It' s also of some
interest that the Ryukyuans

themselves have a
'pig'
completely different word for
, namely
! waa or the iike, depending on the dialect.

Further,

why would tlte Japanese have borrow'pig'
ed a euphemism for
, rather than something
1ike, Sdy, waa? And then there's the fact
'1:ig'
that buta- does mean
in compounds even
in Okinawan. Normally r:ompounded elements are
o l d e r , a l l e l s e b e i n g e r q u a l.

Here the ques-

t i o n w o u l d b e , i s a l l , : 1 s ee q u a l ?

The word

! una shows every sign c'f being the modern form
of something that goers all the way back to
proto-R:,'ukyuan, whlle buta- may, paradoxically, be a reborrowing fi'om mainland Japanese,
if we insist on following logic. And yet that
seems quite unpalatable. So, what to do?
Anyway,

this, too, seems like rather too
specialized and tiny ra topic.
Dr.

Stinchecum' s journal article

[Dr. Stinchecurn was ia member of the Ryukyu
panel of the 1989 Washinston D.C. AAS.
Her
paper was on textile production under the
Nintozei System of pre-modern R].'ukyu. It was
recently

published

in The Textile Museum
J o u r n a l, v o l s . 2 7 & 2 8 ( 1 9 8 8 * B g ), p p . 5 6 * 5 9 ,
under the title "Textile, Production Under the
Po1l Tax System in Ryuk:,'u." With the author's
permission, the abstract of the article is
reproduced below. I
After the invasion of the Ryukyu kingdom
and subjugation by the llatsuma domain in 1609,
in order to meet tribut,e requirements imposed
on it by Satsuma, the Sl:ruri government imposed
various taxes on its own people. Althoueh the
taxes }evied on the other islands were based
on land assessment, in 1637 those exacted from
the people of Miyako,
extent, Kumejima,

Yaeyama and, to some

were levied on ali men and

women between the agersof 15 and 50 according
to a head tax, or poll tax, system based on
land surveys, carried out by Satsuma shortly
after the invasion, arLd on population censuses. By 1659, the amount of these taxes was
set at a fixed value,

expressed in koku of

rice, which in effect did not fluctuate during
the almost 270 years of the system's duration,
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in spite of significant changes in population
and conditions on the islands.
Part of the po1I tax levied on the people of
Miyako, Yaeyama and Kumejima was convertible to cloth at rates specified by and favorable to the Shuri government. Althoueh there
are indications of instances of cloth
ments on men, in generai tax rice was
men and cloth by women.
In Miyako,
millet (awa) replaced rice as the tax

assesspaid by

where
grain,
and in Yaeyama, the tax cloth was primarily a
textile made of ramie, a plant fiber probably
indigenous to the Ryukyus.
The government
q
u
a
n
t
i
t
y
,
q
u
a
l
i
t
y
(in terms
specified
of
fineness of yarn) and color of the cloth to be
collected.
The tax cloth of Kumejima was
pongee (tsumugi), a fabric made of spun silk
floss.

Stripes, checks and ikat patterned
both type of textiles.

Although the tax assessment on the Outer
Islands (Mivako and Yaeyama) was regarded as
especially onerous, it may have become so only
in the 19th century, when Satsuma's straitened
financial circumstances put additional pressure on the Shuri government, and by which
time abuses of power by local officials appear
to have become severe. It was not until 1903
that the poll tax--established for expedience
of the Shuri government and the feudal hnn of
Satsuma, both of which had ceased to exist a
quarter of a century earlier--was finally
abolished.
Professor Heshiki bublishes a book on lapanese
Professor Kazumi Heshiki of the University
of Alaska-Anchorage has recently published a
provocative book on Japanese: Commanicating in
Japanese (Anchorage, Alaska: Alaska Pacific
U n i v e r s i t y P r e s s , 1 9 9 0 ).

This book is in-

spired by a belief in the universality of language and in the possibility of a universal
grammar cutting across all languages. The
author

rejects the usual emphasis on the

uniqueness of Japanese as a language spoken by

a unique people with a unique culture. He
wants to encourage readers to see common
ground that Japanesershares with English.
Professor Heshiki says: "This book is based
on a new linguistic theory which views 1anguage as the result of two innate capacities
of the human being: clescriptive competence and
communicative competence."
The book was written for a wide range of
potential users, includine those "who have
mastered the basics of the Japaneselanguage
and want an in-depth review because of practi*
cal or academic interests." Linguists among
the Ryukyuanists will find this book by Professor Hesiki very useful and stimulatine.

ture was a response to a wi.despreadcuriosity
about Okinawa among Americans and a paucily of
informatlon in English on Okinawan culture.
For inquiries, write to RQ' s publisher in
tlre U.S.: Tokoro Publishing, Route 6 Box 250-V,
Astoria, OR 97103.
Member news
Several ISRS members were invested with goodwill ambassadorshipsat the World Uchinanchu
Congressheld on August 23-26, 1990in Okinawa.
These includeDennis Aato (WashingtonD.C.),
Louise Cort (WashingtonD.C.), Terulrrki Higa
(New York) , Takashi Kakazu (Chicaeo), Ben
Kobashigawa (San Francisco), Masao Nakachi
/rr
(New
York),

New publications in English
It was reported in previous issues of The
Ryukyuanist that the Ryukyu Shinpo's English
page of its Saturday evening edition was
extremely popular among R:.ukl.uans. Now another major Okinawan dLaily, the Okiruun Times,
has introduced an English page into its Monday
evening edition. Dr. Kiyoshi Nakachi, iSRS
member, is on the editorial staff for the
English page.
Why English page irL an Okinawan newspaper?
According to the editors of the Okinawa
Times's English pago, the reasons include a
large number of U,S'. troops and dependents
stationed in Okinawa, the recent rise in the
number of foreign vis;itors to Okinawa, young
Okinawans' demand for trnglish as part of their
p r e p a r a t i . o n sf o r f o r e i g n t r a v e l s , a n d t h e
growing segment of the local population with
ability to use English.
The Americans in C,kinawa have also launched
their own publication , Ryuktu Quarterllt.
According to &litor-in-Chief Susan L. Romero's
editorial in the Sumrner 1990 issue, the ven-

'l'homas

Shiroma (San Francisco)
and Tetsu Yamaeuchi (New York). The ambassadors are major contact points in the worldwide
Okinawan network.
tain, improve,

They are expected to mainand expand the network and to

facilitate communication

so that the world's
awareness of Okinawa may be enhanced. Ambassadors, congratulations/

Collective thanks to those who have responded to the call for papers for the planned
1991 Ryukyuan studies symposium / workshop
to be held in Naha (dubbed "Naha 91" for
convenience) .
The ISRS newsletter, The Rykyuanesi, needs
a more active participation of the members and
readers. Please send us news, comments,
project descriptions,
research findines,
travel plans, etc. We also need good short
essays, 5-6 pages (1300 words), double spaced,
typed,

for the "center"

piece like the article

by Professor Bronfenbrenner

in No. 9.

The ISRS membership list is beins revised.
When finished, it will be available in xeroxed
copies, separate from the newsletter,

and

supplied on demand.

The Ryukyuanist is edited by Koji Taira, Universlty
of l l i i n o i s , a n d T e l s u Y a m a g u c h i ,
YaIe University.
It is published by Shinichi Kyan , Okinawa Labor and Economic
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